BOLOGNA SHOAH MEMORIAL COMPETITION - Q&A - PHASE 2

Question
Is possible to move the grids for ventilation placed in the
existing walls with another that can guarantee identical
effectiveness but placed in coverage?

Answer

No. It is not possible.

Can we replace the grids for ventilation currently present on one
side of the existing walls with other grids made of other
Yes as long as the ventilation surface/structure is not altered
material, color, finishing and design?
it can be expected a technical access to the space that facing
the tracks between the existing wall and the entrance on via
Caracci to underground parking ? If so, what kind of access
should it be? What dimensions should be? it can be smaller as
possible, enough to permit the access to one maintenance guy
and his tools?

No. It is not possible

If the space that facing the tracks will be closed to the public
and dedicated only for maintenance of existing plant It is
possible to replace the existing metal grid walls of 2.20m. high
with other protection systems as railings of 1m. high or a fallarrestor system?

The areas closed to the public is comprised of two triangles
on the sides of the existing walls. It is possible to replace or
substitute the existing barrier.

Dear Sir/Mdm, does the 12,000 characters explanatory report in
A4 format includes the technical/economic assessment?
This elaboration is to be considered outside of the limit of
Descriptions and list of work might exceed the maximum
12,000 characters.
number of characters. Regards
In the explanatory report is it possible to add schemas and
images?

It is allowed as long as it does not violate the maximum
number of characters outlined.

The budget we have for the realization of the Memorial is
95.000? as written on the ?Opening Planning competition? or
120.000? before taxes as written in the Competition
announcement, paragraph 5?

The budget is 120,000 euros (IVA/VAT included)

In jury’s notes, it’s requested a technical/economical
assessment. Should it be a general estimation of costs, or a
real bill of quantities/materials?

We have provided as a reference a regional price list. We
require an estimated metric computation.

About the delivery of the hard copies, should it be on 12th of
June as written in the ?deadline? section or on 24th as
specified on paragraph 19 of the Competition announcement?

The deadline has been moved to the 19th of June. All
submissions must be postmarked by this date, June 19th.
June 24th is still a valid date by which all elaborated
materials/projects must be received, and postmarked by
June 19th.

Do we have to submit on chart 1 only the requested drawings or It is mandatory to rigidly adhere to the guidelines outlined in
we can add more drawings/schema according to our project?
the competitions official documentation.
A list of submitted projects by alphanumeric code numbers
can you please publish a list of the submitted projects by code? will be presented at the end of the competition. At this time
(so that participants can double check if their submission was
there is no plan to include special mentions, however, the
well received) also will there be any special mentions? thanks
projects selected by individual jury members will be
highlighted.
the calendar states June 12, 2015 as the date for submission of
hard copies of design documents, phase 2 but the brief (point
19) states: " the postmark date will be proof of dispatch; in any
case, any packet that arrive after 12.00pm (+1GTM) on the 24th
of June will not be accepted.". Is the delivery date of phase 2
material June 12th or June 24th 12pm? - Is it available a more
updated general plan? The uploaded general plan does not
show the station building and along via de' Carracci. - Can the
first A1 chart include perspective views as well?
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All materials must be submitted by June 24th, however, they
must also be postmarked by June 19th. Additional material
regarding the train station is not available. It is not possible to
insert additional material into chart 1.

